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A new method is developed for constructing the Hamiltonian for carriers in semiconductors 
in the "effective mass" approximation in the presence of external fields and deformations, 
which allows the symmetry requirements to be taken into account without directly using 
perturbation theory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE effective-mass method used to consider the 
motion of carriers in a periodic lattice perturbed 
by external electric and magnetic fields has been 
derived by a number of authors (see, for exam
ple, [1•2]). This method is used for calculating 
the energy spectrum of carriers in semiconduc
tors and its change during deformation, [3,4] and 
in the theory of scattering it leads directly to the 
"deformation potential" method. [5, 6] 

In the method the wave function '11, which is a 
solution of the Schrodinger equation 

5£'1! = (5co + 5£1> 'I! = i'na'l!ldt, (1) 
is written approximately as the sum of the prod
ucts of smooth functions Fi ( r, t) and Bloch func
tions 

lp;k, = Utk, exp [i (k0r- Et/h)l, 

which are the eigenfunctions of the operator ~0 
= - (n2/2m) Y'2 + V0(r) at an extremum point k0: 

n 

i=l 

(2) 

Here in general the band is assumed degenerate at 
the point ko i.e., to the eigenvalue Ek0 correspond 
n eigenfunctions 'Piko· 

The method is, of course, only valid when a 
number of conditions are satisfied-to be explicit: 
for free electrons described in this approxima
tion by plane waves, the wave vector k, reckoned 
from the point k0, must be sufficiently small as 
compared with a vector of the reciprocal lattice; 
the external fields appearing in ~1 must be suffi
ciently smooth; if these fields depend on time, the 
characteristic frequencies must be small compared 
with the quantity ~E/li, where ~E is the distance 
between nearest bands. 

When these conditions are satisfied, the system 
of differential equations determining the functions 
Fi has the form 

(3) 

The matrix :iJ, which is the Hamiltonian in the 
effective-mass method, depends on the operators 
k, on the external electric and magnetic fields, on 
the deformation tensor E, etc. For simplicity in 
what follows, we shall use a single symbol X for 
all these scalar, vector, and tensor quantities. 

Various variants of perturbation theory are 
generally used both to prove the applicability of 
the effective mass method and to construct the 
Hamiltonian :iJ. To construct :iJ (X.) the calcula
tion has to be carried to second and higher orders 
of perturbation. Although the constants entering 
into :iJ can in principle also be calculated by these 
methods, they are in practice determined from ex
periment. Thus, once the validity of the effective
mass method is proved, it is not necessary to use 
explicitly the rather cumbersome methods of per
turbation theory to calculate :iJ(X) for each spe
cific case, since the form of this matrix is uniquely 
determined by the symmetry properties. 

A number of workers [?,s] have successfully 
used various ways of constructing :iJ directly. In 
the present work we develop a general method of 
constructing the operator :iJ (7{ ), starting directly 
from the symmetry conditions and the invariance 
of the Schrodinger equation under time inversion. 

In the first part we shall not take spin-orbit 
interaction into account, so as to be able to dis
play the principles of the method more simply. 
In the second part [SJ it will be shown how spin
orbit interaction can be accurately taken into ac
count within the framework of this method. For 
clarity we shall consider several examples in the 
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first and, especially, in the second part. Using OOA 1 G0- 1 = Gr1 A1•• 

the method we shall consider the change of the 
energy spectrum of carriers in semiconductors It is easily verified that the matrices Gz'l of 
with the wurtzite and germanium structures dur- dimensions n2 • n2 form a representation of the 
ing deformation. group Gko· This representation is reducible in 

Other examples are contained in the article by the general case. 
the author and Bir devoted to calculating the effect The matrices Az can be chosen so that this 
of deformation on the electrical properties of p representation is made irreducible. Then the 
and n type InSb [1o] and the article by the author [11] matrices Asz. being the basis of an irreducible 
where the energy spectrum in tellurium is calcu- representation Ts of the group Gk0, transform 
lated. only into one another, i.e., 

2. SYMMETRY CONDITIONS 

The operator ~0 in (1) is invariant under all 
the operations of the space group characterizing 
the symmetry of the crystal, i.e., in particular to 
the operations of the wave vector group Gk0, i.e., 
those operations of the complete space group 
which move k0 to equivalent points differing from 
k0 by one of the reciprocal lattice vectors. 

Under these operations the functions 'Piko 
transform linearly into one another 

(4) 

Here G~'i are the matrix elements of the repre
sentation T0 according to which the cpi(r) trans
form. 

For brevity we shall omit the label k0 on 'Pi 
and G, here and below. The operator ~1 in (1) 
is not in general invariant under these operations. 

If we apply to (1) the transformation G, going 
from r to r' = Gr, then, in place of the system 
of equations (3), we obtain a new system 

fJ) (G.x) F = ina Flat. (5) 

The form of the matrix fJ) depends on the choice of 
a definite representation, i.e., on the basis: in (3) 
fl) (X ) is written in the basis 'Pi ( r), and in (5) 
fl)(G.x> is written in the basis 'Pi<or> = o-1cpi<r>. 
If G appears in the wave vector group, then, us
ing (4), we can rewrite fl) (X) in the same basis as 
fl) ( G.X), and then both these matrices must be iden
tical. 

Consequently, 

OOfl) <x> ao-1 = fJ) (G.x). (6) 

This equation also determines the requirements 
imposed on :!IJ (X) by the symmetry conditions. 

The matrix fJ) is of dimension n • n. It is there
fore possible to take, as the basis for construct
ing fl), n2 linearly independent matrices Az with 
constant coefficients, i.e., not depending on X. 

Since these matrices form a complete set, any of 
the matrices G0AzG0- 1 can be expanded in terms 
of them, and, consequently, 

G0Asl Qo-l = GAst = GJ., Asl'• (7) 

We label the matrices Asz with two symbols 
here: the first gives the number of the represen
tation, s, according to which they transform, and 
the second, l, the number of the matrix in the 
representation; l takes values from 1 to ms. 
where ms is the dimension of the representation. 
Clearly, 1:sms = n2. 

As is well known, [12] the wave vector group has 
two types of representation: for one of them under 
translation by a reciprocal lattice vector t we have 
( 0 It )z'l = eiko·t oz'l· The wave functions 'Piko 
transform according to these representations. For 
the other type of representation ( 0 I t) l'l = 6z'l· 
These representations of the group Gko = (g I 'T) 
coincide with the representations of the corre
sponding point group G with elements ( g I 0 ) . The 
matrices Asl also transform according to these 
representations. Knowing the representation To 
according to which the functions 'Piko transform, 
the irreducible representations according to which 
the matrices Asz transform can be established. 
We write (7) in expanded form: 

Ast, tt = Gf,-;-1 d/·1 Gf·t Ast•,t·r = Gt;,; t', qAst', t'f• (7a) 

From a well-known theorem of group theoryC12•13] 
the number of linearly independent groups of ms 
matrices transforming according to the represen
tation T s is ns: 

n.=fa ~ 0:,/f;l,tl=} ~ 'X.s(G)I'X.0 (G)I1 • (8) 
GEak. GEOk. . 

where Xo and Xs are the characters of the repre
sentations T 0 and T s. 

The summation here is carried over all the ele
ments of the factor group Gko of the wave vector 
group Gko which contains h elements. In other 
words, ns is the number of identity representa
tions contained in the direct product To x Tti' x Ts, 
or, correspondingly, the number of representa
tions Ts contained in T0 x Tti'. If ns > 1 i.e., if 
Ts comes in more than once in T0 x Tti', then sev
eral groups of linearly independent matrices Asz 
transform according to this representation. In 
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order to distinguish these groups, we introduce 
a third label, t, and shall label these matrices 
A~z. Of course, the form of these matrices de
pends on the choice of a concrete representation 
To. 

We consider below in detail the methods of con
structing these matrices; meanwhile we shall as
sume them to be known, and shall show how then 
to construct fl) (.7£' ), satisfying condition (6) and 
the conditions associated with the invariance of 
the Schrodinger equation to time inversion. 

We express 5J (X) in terms of the basis mat
trices A1z and write it in the form 

g) (.7£') = ~ C~r ~ A~1 {;I (.7£'). (9) 
t, r, 1 I 

Here f (;;c) are functions of the variables kio Hio 
Eij, etc., and their products, which we wish to in
elude in fl), For example, to calculate the spec
trum it is only necessary to include in fl) functions 
of ki. Depending on the problem considered, we 
can either limit ourselves to linear or quadratic 
terms, or include terms of higher orders. Vari
ous functions of .X, for example kk, Hk, Exx, 
etc., can be associat~d with one matrix A~z· We 
distinguish these functions by an index r. The 
coefficients ctr are constants of the substance. 
If the matrices EzA1zf~z(.X) are Hermitian 

e 
these constants are real. 

Let us see how to choose f (.X) so that condi
tion (6) is satisfied. 

We substitute (9) in (6). Then, taking (7) into 
account and comparing terms in the independent 
constants ctr in (9), we obtain 

""~t ~r ""t r LJGAsi·Gfst (.7£') = LJAstfst (.iC). (10) 

Analogously to (4), Gf (X) = f (G-1X) here. Equa
tion (10) means that each of the sums over l in 
(9) should transform according to an identity rep
resentation. Consequently, the matrices Asz. 
which transform according to the representation 
Ts, must have as multipliers the functions fsz(.;J(), 
which transform according to a conjugate ( equiv
alent) representation T~, i.e., so that 

Gfsl (.X) = fst (G-1.7C) = a::dst' (X) = Gtr1fsl' (X). (11) 

In fact, Eq. (10) follows at once from (7) and (11). 
Thus, to construct g) it is necessary to con

struct functions of X, which transform according 
to the irreducible representations contained in the 
direct product T0 x Tti. Functions f (.7£'), trans
forming according to other representations, can
not appear in fl). In practice, the construction of 

such functions presents no difficulty. All the 
quantities ;;c are scalars, the components of polar 
or axial vectors or tensors and their symmetrized 
products, and they can be expressed in terms of 
irreducible representations by the usual methods 
of group theory. [13] 

We shall not linger especially on this question, 
and point out only one particular case: according 
to [SJ, to take account of scattering by nonpolar 
optical vibrations, it is necessary to include in fl) 

functions of the components of the vector u, which 
describes the displacement of one of the sublattices 
relative to the other. This vector transforms as a 
usual polar vector under all operations which do 
not interchange the sublattices, but changes sign 
under those operations which do interchange the 
sublattices. It is necessary to take this fact into 
account when expressing f ( ui) in irreducible 
representations. 

3. INVARIANCE UNDER TIME INVERSION 

If in the original equation (1) we change t into 
- t, and then go to the conjugate equation and re
place in it Hi by - Hi and ki by - ki, we obtain 
the equation 

f;e··w·· = aww··; at. 

If the system of differential equations (3) follows 
from (1), then we obtain similarly from this equa
tion the system 

(12) 

The prime signifies here the replacement of ki by 
- ki and Hi by - Hi. 

The Hamiltonians :Jc and JC* are in general dif
ferent. For them to coincide it is necessary to 
change Hi into -Hi and ki into - ki in JC . [2, 14] 

Consequently, the wave functions q,'*, as well as 
the functions "IJ1, are eigenfunctions of ~. corre
sponding to the same value of the energy and the 
same value of the wave vector k, if, of course, k 
also remains an integral of motion in the "per
turbed" equation (1). 

A A A * Since JCti = JC, the functions Scpi = cpi are the 
basis of Eq. (12). If these functions are linearly 
related to the cpi, which are the basis of fl) in 
(3), then fl) and fl)' * can be written in a single 
basis. Since in this case the functions "IJ1 and "IJ!' * 
coincide, the matrices 5J and fl)'*, being written 
in a single basis, must also exactly coincide. This 
requirement imposes additional conditions on fl)(.7f). 
As Wigner [14] has shown, there is a linear rela
tionship between cpi and cp{ when the representa
tion T 0 is real (case a). If the representations 
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T0 and Tti' are essentially complex and non
equivalent (case b) and k0 and - ko appear in a 
single star, or if these representations are com
plex and equivalent (case c), they must be com
bined into one, i.e., in this case there is additional 
degeneracy. 

If k0 and - k0 do not appear in a common star, 
there is no additional degeneracy at the point k0, 

and E (k) must satisfy only the usual condition 
following from the equality of~ and ~'*: E (k) 
= E (- k). Knowing the characters of the repre
sentation, it is possible, using Herring's for
mula, [12•15] to decide to which case this represen
tation belongs: 

M I I- case a, 
11 ~ :X: (gl-t)2 = 0- case b, 

<gi'l'EGk, - 1- case c. (13) 
gko=-ko 

Summation here is performed over the opera
tions of the factor group of the complete space 
group G' = (g I 'T ), for which gk0 = - k0; h' is the 
number of elements of this group, and M is the 
number of vectors in the star of k0• It is clear 
that the operations (g I T) 2 always appear in the 
wave vector group Gko· From (13) it follows that, 
if k0 and - k0 appear in different stars, then we 
are concerned with case b. In this case, which 
we shall label as b3, no additional conditions 
apart from (6) are imposed on gj. 

We shall consider in greater detail the case 
when invariance to time inversion leads to addi
tional requirements on g). 

Case a: representation T0 real. 
1) a 1; k0 equivalent to - k0. 

In this case 

~ . s 
SqJt = qJ, = i'iqJ, •. 

Since SS = 1, and S is a unitary matrix, then 

s = s·-1 = s, 

(14) 

(15) 

where S signifies the matrix obtained by transpos
ing S. The matrix ~' * in the representation <Pi> 
must coincide with gj, and, consequently, taking 
into account (15) and the fact that gy is Hermitian, 

~ = sgy·•s-1 = S'ffj'S-1 = (S-1gj'S)-, (16) 

it follows from (16) and (6) that 

(G0St1gj' (GX) (GoS) = '§15 (X). (17) 

We substitute g) in the form (9) into (17), remem
bering that f (X) is a homogeneous function of X, 

and, therefore, 

f (X') = rf (X), (18) 

where y = ± 1, depending on the "parity" of f (X). 

We then obtain equations similar to (7a) 

A~t.ij = (G0SW,1;r.i'rA~r.t·r 

= r (G0S);., (G0S)r;G;M~t'i'i'· (19) 

We introduce the expanded group consisting of the 
elements of G and GS, the matrix elements of 
which are defined by (7a) and (19), and find ns: 

1 "V 0 ots · (GOS)Is n. = 2ii L.l t,tf; t,tf + t,tf; t,tf 

GEGk, 

= 2~ ~ :x:.(G) l:x:~ (G) +r:x:o (G2)). (20) 
GEGk, 

Thus, we learn that, because G and ~ commute, 
and because of (16), it follows that SG*0s* = SG0*s-1 

= G0, and also that x6< G) = x0( G). 
Thus, in case a 1, for even functions f (X), the 

number ns is equal to the number of representa
tions T s contained in the symmetric product [ T5], 
and for odd, in the antisymmetric one { T5 } . 

2) a 2; k0 not equivalent to - k0• 

In this case the functions Scpiko = <Plko are lin
early related, not to <Piko• but to <Pi, -ko· However, 
according to (13), there are in this case in the 
space group operations R that turn k0 into - k0• 

"'""'" * 1 Therefore the functions RS<Piko ( r) = <Piko ( R- r) 
can be linearly expressed in terms of <Pik0(r ): 

(21a) 

Since R and S commute, and S2 = 1, it follows that 

(21b) 

In order to write the matrix gy'* in (13) in the 
same basis as gy in (3), we apply to the original 
equation the transformation R, translating from 
r to r' = Rr. Instead of gj'*(X) in (12), we then 
obtain gy'*(RX), where the basis of this matrix 
will already be the functions cp{(:Rr) = :R.-1 Scpi 
= (R-1 )i'i<Pi'· In the basis <Pi(r) this matrix must 
coincide with gj. Consequently, 

W1gj' (RX)R = gy (X). (22) 

Here the matrix of the inverse operator :R-1 is 
- • 1 

(l~-1),, = R£/.. = R,t. (23) 

which follows directly from the relationship 
(R-1R)ij = :R{/*Rzj = Oij• and the fact that R is 
unitary. 

An expanded group can be introduced, consist
ing of the elements of Gko and R. All the elements 
of R can be obtained by multiplying one of the ele
ments of R0 by all the elements of Gko· In fact, 
the product of any of the elements of R by R0 does 
not change k0, and therefore this element of the 
space group RR0 is one of the elements of G. 
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The functions <Pi and <PI = Scpi are the basis 
of this expanded group. For G the only matrix 
elem.ents differ~nt from zero are Gij and GIJ 
= ail, but for R, only RiJ [ = Rij in the notation 
of Eq. (21)] and Rij = ~j are non-zero. For the 
matrix products, for example in (22), the usual 
laws of multiplication are then valid, but summa
tion must be made over all intermediate indices 
and i and I. Thus ,q:JIJ = ,q:JiJ·. Similarly in (23), 

A * as for usual operators, (R-1)iJ = RiJ = RJi = Rji· 
If 5) is expressed in terms of the matrices 

A1z according to (9), and A1z and f~z are chosen 
so that they transform according to the irreducible 
representations of the point group, corresponding 
to the e:~panded group G, R- T~, and (9) is sub
stituted in (22), we obtain in analogy to (7a) 

A t ts At • •s t 
slii = R.l,ij;l',i'i' •l'i'j' = IR.r;R.;•JR.nAsl'i'j' · (24) 

Thus we learn from (18) and from the fact that 5) 

is Hermitian that 

~A;iif;" (R:IC) =I ~AIJdl (R;;c). 
I I 

When calculating ns it is necessary to sum the 
characters over all the elements of the expanded 
group (G and R = R0G ): 

n. = ~ [ ~ dt~if;l,li + ~- R.~~if;l.if J 
GEGk, RER,Gk, 

= ~ ~ Xs (G) I 'X.o (G) 12 + I'X.s (R.oG) Xo I(R.0G)2]. (25) 
GEGk, 

A2 • 
Here ( R )ii = RiJ RJi = Rij Rji. 

Cases b and c: representations T0 and T; 
complex. 

1) b1 and c1; ko equivalent to - ko· 
In these cases there is additional degener.._acy at 

the point k0, and the functions <Pi and <PI = Scpi 
=<Pi are linearly independent and are united into 
a single representation. Under all the operations 
of Gk0 the "diagonal" parts of the matrix 5)-

,q:Jij and 2JIJ -, and the "non-diagonal" parts
fDiJ and ,q:Jlj -each trar.sform into themselves. 
Of course, the matrix Elements between the same 
functions must be equivalent, both in the matrix 5), 

constructed in the basis <Pi, <PI• and in 5J'*, con
structed in the basis ~i = Scpi = <PI and ~r= Scpr 
= S2cpi =<Pi· Therefore 

5);; = 5)~; = f)JIJ, 

5);~ = fjj~l = 5)iJ. 

(26a) 

(26b) 

These conditions do not impose additional limita
tions on any of the "diagonal" parts of f1), and the 
number of groups of matrices Atz with a non-zero 
diagonal part ns is defined by the general equation 

(8). As regards the "non-diagonal" parts, it fol
lows from (26b), (18), and (9) that 

Asuf = rA.u,. (27) 

It is, therefore, also possible here to introduce 
an expanded group G, GS. Then the effect of the 
operator G on the matrix elements Aslij is deter
mined by (7 a), and the elements of ( GS) are, ac
cording to (7a) and (27), 

A~111 = (GS)tlf;t'.T'i'A~rl'i' = IG3:1Gf·1G;.~A~I'I'i'' (28) 

Since G~t = G1i. it follows from (2~) and (7a) 
that for the "non-diagonal" parts ns is determined 
in this case also by (20). 

2) b 2 and c 2; ko not equivalent to -k0• 

In this case also there is additional degeneracy. 
In the space group there is an operation R con
verting k0 into - k0, and the functions referring 
to the same point k0, i.e., <Pi and <PI = R0Scpi 
= cp{ ( R01 r), where R0 is one of the operations 
of R, are united in a single representation. If 
5J is written in the basis <Pi· <PI· then 5J'* is in 
the basis Scpi and Scpr = Ro<Pi· 

In order to write 5J' * in the same basis as 5), 

we apply, as in case a 2, a transformation R. 
Then, instead of 5J'*(.7C), we obtain ,q:J'*(RX) in 
the basis 

cp1 = k 1SIF, = (R.oR.t11F 1• 

q;l = R.-lsiFI = S2R.oR.-liF; = R.oWl~F,. 

The functions <Pi (r) and Rcpi(r) here are lin
early independent and are not expressible in terms 
of one another, but the operation R0R appears in 
the group Gko• and, therefore, 

IF 1. = (R.oR.) ;•;C¥,., IF; = (R.R.'O\.,(j) !'' (2 9) 

Of course, the matrix (R0R) cannot here be con
sidered as the product of two matrices R0 and R, 
which in general do not exist separately. 

It follows from (29) that 

5),1 = (R.oR.),.;:JJ~:J. (RX)(R.R.'Ol)n (30a) 

~11 = (R.oR.),.;5J;;J, (Rx> (R.R.o1)~i = (R.R.o1)nSJ~.,. (RX) <R.oR.),.,. 
(30b) 

These conditions do not impose additional limita
tions on any of the "diagonal" parts of 5), and the 
corresponding value of ns, as above, is determined 
by (11). For the "non-diagonal" parts we have, 
according to (30b), (18), and (7): 

A~u1 = R.fhrrrA~t·.rr = r (R.R.'0\.1 (R.oR.>r,R.;M~rl'f'· (31) 

If the expanded group G and R = R0G is introduced, 
then it follows from (10) and (31) that in this case 
ns for the "non-diagonal" parts is determined by (25). 
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From (11), (20), and (25) are obtained the for
mulae, previously derived by Rashba, [B] for deter
mining the points of zero slope, i.e., those points 
where no terms linear in k appear in ?lJ, i.e., 
where, for the corresponding representations Ts, 
ns = 0 for y = - 1. 

4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MATRIX ?lJ 

The definite form of the matrix Atz is deter
mined by the choice of a definite representation 
T 0 according to which the basis functions trans
form. The more detailed methods of constructing 
them depends on the properties of this represen
tation. We shall consider these methods. 

1. The wave vector group Gko equivalent to 
the point group. As is well known, [12] in anum
ber of cases the matrix elements of the repre
sentation T0 - (g I Tg hj- can be expressed as 
the products of matrix elements of the correspond
ing rep_resentation of the point group G - ( g I 0 hj 
and e-lkoTg: 

(32) 

For this to be so, it is necessary that (32) satisfy 
the multiplication law of elements of the wave vec
tor group, i.e., that 

[(a I 'Ca) (~I -c~)Iii = (cx~);ie-ik,(~a+~~) =(ex~ l ~'C~ + -c") 

= (cx~)ii e-ik,(~~~+ .. oc>. 

This condition is satisfied when 

tfocfl = exp {- iko (ci..~ = 't"~)} = 1 

for all the operations of Gk0, which occurs for all 
points k0 lying inside the Brillouin zone and often 
also for points on the surface. In these conditions 
the fac~r group Gk0 is isomorphous with the point 
group G. Thus, to satisfy (6) it is necessary and 
sufficient according to (32) that 

G0?lJ (X) Go1 = ?lJ (GX) (33) 

and, therefore, as the basis _9f ?}), the eigenfunc
tions Ui of the point group G can be chosen, which 
transform according to the representation T0• 

Since any point group is a sub-group of the com
plete space group, the functions Ui can consist of 
the eigenfunctions Y~ of any of the representa
tions of the complete space group D which con
tain T0: 

(34) 

If the representation :To is irreducible, then only 
spherical functions Y~ with one value of j appear 
in the Ui in (34). For the matrices Atz we can 
thus use the well-known matrices of the compo-

nents of the axial vector Ji and their products -
cpt_z(Jd, constructed from the corresponding 
basis functions ui. The matri~es cptz(J) trans
form under the operations of G just as the oper
ator cptz(J). In fact, the matrix elements cptz(J) 
are non-zero only in the case when they are in
variant under the operations G. Consequently, 

GoqJ~1 (J) ao-l = IJl~z (G-1J) = Gl·ziJl!l' (J), (35) 

which agrees with (7). Therefore, in the present 
case it is necessary to construct the operator 

(36) 
t,r,s 

invariant under the operations G, i.e., satisfying 
the condition 

~IJl~.z (Gi) f;1 (Ox)= ~1Jl~1 (J) t;1 (X), (37) 
l 

and its matrix constructed in the basis Ui will then 
satisfy condition (10). 

Now, according to (11), 'Psz(J) and f (X) must 
transform according to conjugate (equivalent) 
representations. The construction of these func
tions and of the operator 9J itself is very simple. 
The construction of the matrices 'Ps[{J) is more 
complicated. 

The general number of linearly independent 
m~trices cptz< J) in the space of the functions 
Y~ is ( 2j + 1 )2, while the number of linearly in
dependent matrices in the space Ui is equal to the 
square of the dimensions of the representation To 
- n~, and ns matrices from them transform ac
cording to each of the representations Ts. where 
ns is given by equation (8). Applying the usual 
methods of group theory, [12] it can at once be 
est~blished in which of ~e representations nj 
a giVen representation T0 is contained. Of course, 
j must be taken as small as possible; then the ac
tual breaking up of this representation into irre
d~cible representations, i.e., the determination of 
al,m in (34) and the construction of the corre
sponding matrices cp ( J), becomes simplest. If 
n < 2j + 1, then some of the ( 2j + 1 )2 matrices 
cp ( J) either become zero or linearly dependent. 
Therefore, if a greater number of the group of 
matrices transform according to the representation 
Ts than given by (8), the "superfluous" matrices 
must not be included in 9J. If n = 2j + 1, i.e., the 
repr~sentation T0 coincides with Dj, then the 
matrwes cp ( J) can be taken in any representation 
with the given j. In this case the method described 
here coincides with Luttinger's method. [7] 

If there are two representations T01 and T02 
for which the moduli of the characters coincide, 
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then the same f (X) appear in 'J) (X) according 
to (8). It is not, however, obvious whether the 
determinants II X! (X) II are always the same for 
both representations. For two-dimensional rep
resentations the equality of the determinants fol
lows from the method of constructing :iJ described 
below. It is apparent from (6) that the determi
nants are also equal if the representations Tot 
and T02 differ only in parity, and also in the more 
general case when the group G" = Ge-i7roG, where 
e-i7roG = Xot(G)/x02 (G), is isomorphous with the 
group G. In these cases it is sufficient to con
struct 'YJ only for that representation Toi which 
is contained in Dj with the minimum j. 

The additional requirements associated with 
invariance to time inversion imply that the part 
of the terms for which, according to (20) or (25) 
ns = 0, is excluded from :iJ in the corresponding 
cases. In case at it is also possible to use di
rectly relation (16), since 

S<p* (J) s-1 = ss<p (r) s-1s-1 = fP (J*) = 1 'ffl (J), (38) 

where cp ( J*) is the matrix of the operator cp ( J*), 
the complex conjugate of Q ( .1'1. Here y' = ± 1, 
depending on the parity of cp ( J). It therefore fol
lows from (16) that in case at there can appear in 
:iJ in (36) only even products with yy' = 1, i.e., 
those not changing sign on replacing ki, Hi and 
Ji by - ki, -Hi and - Ji· In the other cases 
this simple rule is not, of course, valid. 

2. Unifying several representations. In some 
cases, for example, when it is necessary to take 
account of the effect of the nearest zones, and also 
in cases bt,2 and ct, 2, when complex representa
tions are combined, it is necessary to construct 
:iJ for the reducible representation To which con
tains several irreducible representations Toi. If 
the group Gko is equivale~t, in the sense given 
above, to the point group G, then :iJ can be con
structed analogously. If all the irreducible rep
resentations are contained in the same represen
tation Dj, then t!teir basis functions can be con
structed from Y~ with the same j, and, as above, 
for the matrices A~z can be taken the matrices 
cp~z(J), constructed from the corresponding basis 
functions. 

If the irreducible representations Toi are con
tained in different representations nj with j dif
fering by not more than unity, then, depending on 
the parity of these representations, it is simplest 
to choose as these matrices the matrices of either 
the axial vector J or the polar vector A. [ta] If 
T0 contains, for example, two representations Tot 
and T02 of dimensions nt and n2, then in all there 
are (n1 +n2 ) 2 non-zero linearly independent mat-

rices. Of these 2n1n2 matrices transform accord
ing to the irreducible representations contained 
in Tot x T6'2 + T6'1 x T02 , and have only non-zero 
"interband" matrix elements. For the remaining 
ni + n~ matrices, which transform according to 
the representations contained in I Totl 2 + I T02 l2, 

the intraband matrix elements are non-zero. As 
regards the conditions imposed by invariance 
under time inversion, in obtaining the equations 
of Sec. 2 we have nowhere supposed that the rep
resentation To is irreducible, and all these equa
tions therefore remain in force. 

When combining two complex representations 
in cases bt,2 and ct, 2, it is also necessary to take 
into account the additional conditions (26a) and 
(30a) imposed on the "diagonal" parts of the 
matrix :JJ. 

3. The group Gk0 not equivalent to the point 
group. In this case, when the quantity l/Ja{3 is not 
equal to unity for all Gk0, the quantities Gij can
not be represented in the form (32), and the factor 
group Gk0 of the space group gko contains more 
elements than the point group G. This case, which 
is more complicated, can occur at separate points 
on the zone surface; then there is usually degen
eracy at such a point. In the case of twofold de
generacy, :iJ can be immediately constructed by 
the method described in the following section. For 
higher degeneracy fl) can be constructed as fol
lows. 

We reduce the symmetry of the group Gk0 by 
excluding elements with non-primitive transla
tions, so that the new group Gk0 becomes equiva
lent to the point group. In this group the represen
tation To can be reducible, and breaks down into 
irreducible representations Toi· By combining 
these representations it is possible by the method 
given above to construct a matrix 'i;, satisfying 
Eq. (6) for the operations G. On increasing the 
symmetry, i.e., going from Gk0 to Gk0, the form 
of :iJ can change only due to some of the constants 
ctr becoming zero and some of them becoming 
equal. If, using relation (8), ns is found for both 
groups, and 'J) and ~ are written in the general 
form (9) without explicitly writing out the matrices 
Atz, then, by comparing these expressions, it is 
usually possible to establish at once which of the 
constants become zero or equal on going from fb 
to fl), and, simultaneously, to find 'J). To simplify 
the calculations it is, of course, necessary to 
choose the group Gko so that the symmetry re
mains the maximum possible. 

4. Twofold degeneracy. In the case of twofold 
degeneracy at the point k0, both the determinant 
II fl) - E II and the matrix 'J) can be constructed 
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without using concrete basis functions. From 
(6) follows the obvious identity 

ii 5J (.x) - £.11 = II5J C Gx) - E JJ, (3 9) 

i.e., the determinant II5J (X)- E II must be invari
ant to the operations G. We write the matrix 
5J - E in the form 

(40) 

Then 

jj5J- Ejj = (E- a 0) 2 - ai- I a12 \2 • (41) 

Here we have formally replaced all operators in 
ai by numbers. We remember that only symme
trized products of operators appear in 5J. It is 
clear from (39) that only functions f (X) appear 
in a0 which are invariant to G, i.e., transform ac
cording to an identity representation, but in a2 = ai 
+ I a12 l2 there appear only quadratic invariants of 
f (X), which transform according to non-identity 
representations. These invariants can be con
structed uniquely. Since in the direct product 
Ts x Ts' an identity representation is contained 
only once if s = s', and not at all if s ~ s', 
only products of f (X) can appear in a 2 which 
transform according to the same representation 
-one product for each irreducible representation 
Ts for which ns is non-zero according to (8), 
(20), or (25). These formulae therefore uniquely 
determine II5J - E 11. 

For two-dimensional representations T0 the 
product To x Tti breaks down either into four 
one-dimensional irreducible representations or 
into two one-dimensional, including the identity 
T1, and one two-dimensional. 

In the first case, when all the representations 
Ts are one-dimensional, 

ao = :LCU~ (X), , r,s=2,3,4 

It is apparent that 5J can be chosen in any form 
satisfying (42) and the condition that it be Her
mitian. 

If all the f~ (X) are chosen real, then 5J can, 
for example, be written in the form 

(43) 
r,s 

where A1 = I, and A2, A3, and A4 are the Pauli 
matrices <Tx, uy. and O"z. We note that, irrespec
tive of the choice of basis, we have SpAs = 0 for 
any matrix As transforming according to the one
dimensional non-identity representation. In fact, 
Sp (G0AsG0- 1 ) =SpAs. On the other hand, for the 

one-dimensional representatio~s GAs = eiqJG As', 
and, consequently, Sp GAs = e1qJG Sp As .. Since 
for non-identity representations all the e1qJG can
not be equal to unity, for them Sp As = 0. There
fore As can always be represented as the sum of 
Pauli matrices, and by unitary transformations 
they can be brought to the form described above. 
This does not, of course, mean that the corre
sponding matrices transform as spin operators. 

In the second case, when one of the represen
tations, T3, is two-dimensional, the frz(X) trans
forming according to this representation canal
ways be chosen so that ff2 (X)= fft( X.) and 
I ff1(X)I 2 is invariant under G. Then 

a2 = ~I c;t; (X) \2 + I c;t;l (X) \2 • (44) 
, 

If here ff (X) is real, then 5J can be expressed in 
the form 

(45) 
r ,s,/ 

where 

A1=/=l~~~· A2=<Tz=l~-~~' Aal=cr+=~~~~' 
Aa2 = cr_ =I~ ~I· (46) 

Of course, all the frz(X) with equal indices l 
must transform according to the same represen
tation, i.e., according to the representation Ts, 
for which all the matrix elements coincide and 
not only the characters. 

With the choice of f~z(X) and the matrices Asz 
given above, the operator 5J satisfies both condi
tion (39) and the requirement that it be Hermitian. 
The method proposed here for constructing 5J for 
twofold degenerate representations is the most 
simple. This method is close to that used by 
Rashba. [8] 

In conclusion we consider a concrete example. 

5. THE EFFECT OF DEFORMATION ON THE 
ENERGY SPECTRUM OF CARRIERS IN 
WURTZITE TYPE CRYSTALS 

The space group of wurtzite C~v has been in
vestigated in detail by Rashba. [8] He has con
structed the wave vector group for the various 
points and calculated the spectrum at these points. 
For degenerate representations the possible 
points of zero slope in wurtzite are: a) for the 
representations ~5 and ~6• all the points on the 
~ axis apart from A; b) for the representations 
P 3, the point H (in the notation of [8J). We con
sider the change of the spectrum for the corre
sponding representations under deformation. 
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Table I*. Characters of the representations for the point ~ 

Number I 
Elements of the class 

I I I I I of ele- 4, c., 4, c., c., 4, 
ments 

1 (ej 0) 1 1 1 1 2 2 
2 (llo [ 1/2 to), (ll;-1 [ 1/2 to) TJ" Tilt - T)k - TJ" - TJ" TJ" 
2 (llal 0), (lli""1 1 0) 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 

1 (ll.[ 1/2t0) TJ, TJ, - TJ, - TJ, 2TJ, -2TJ, 
3 (cr1[ 0), (cr2[ 0), (cr3 J 0) 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 
3 (cr~ [ 1/2 to), (cr~ [112 to), (cr~ [ 112 to) TJ" - TJ, -T)k TJ, 0 0 

*TJk = exp (ikztg/2). For the point r the quantity 7Jk = 1. 

1) The point ~. The characters of the repre
sentations at the points ~ calculated by Rashba 
are given in Table I. 

The twofold representations ~5 and ~6 belong 
to the case b3 and, consequently, according to (8), 
there can appear in fJJ matrices Asz and f (X), 
which transform according to the representations 
~5 x ~; = ~6 x ~: = r 1 + r 2 + r 5· 

The functions f (X), transforming according to 
these representations, are given in Table III. We 
limit ourselves here to terms quadratic in k and 
linear in E. The matrices mentioned transform 
according to these representations. We choose 
the functions f (X) in accordance with the require
ments of Sec. 3, item 4, taking in particular (44) 
into account. Therefore, according to (45), 

fJJ = A1 (B0kz + B1k; + B2k}_ + C1ezz + C2e 1_) 

+ Ba (A3lk! + A32k:_) + C3 (A 31e+ + A32e_). (47) 

Here 

k± = kx ± iky, k}_ = k; + k!, 

e± = e.,± 2iexy- e 1111, e 1_ = exx + e1111 , 

Bi and Ci are constants of the substance and the 
matrices Asz are given by (46). 

For the representations r 5 and r 6, which be
long to case a 1, there can, according to (20), only 
appear in fJJ even functions of X, which transform 
according to [ r~, 6 ] = r 1 + r 5 (and odd functions 
transforming according to {rt 6} = r 2 ). There
fore, at this point B0 = 0. In addition, the point 
of zero slope can be any of the points ~. At these 
points, according to (47), the solution of the secu
lar equation II fJJ - E II = 0 has the form 

E (k, e) = A.± {B~kl + 2BaC3 [(exx- e1111) (k;- k~) 

+ 4exykxky) + C~ ((Bxx- eyy)2 + 4e~yJ}'1•, (48) 

where 

A.= B1k~ +B2kl +C1ezz +C2e1_. 

The splitting of the terms at k = 0 is 

13Eo = 2 I Ca I [(exx- e1111 ) 2 + 4e~11J'1•. (49) 

Close to the extremum, i.e., for E (k) « oE0, the 
surfaces of constant energy have the form of ellip
soids: 

£1.2 = ± ll;o + A± 2~~~3 [(k;- k~) (exx- eyy) + 4kxkyexyl. 

(50) 

For large k, when E ( k ) » oE0, 

E =A± I B3 I k'j_ ± BaG\ !(exx- e1111 ) (k;- k~) 
[BaJ k 1_ 

+ 4exykxk11 l. (51) 

Therefore, according to [16], large values of the 
piezoresistance coefficients, llxxxx = llyyyy• 
llxxyy = llyyxx• and llxyxy• can be expected here 
-these constants being proportional to C3 /kT. 
Of course, all these formulae are valid only in 
the case when the splitting of the bands oE0 

caused by the deformation exceeds the spin-orbit 
splitting. 

2) The point H. The characters of the repre
sentations at the points P are given in Table II. 
The twofold degenerate representation H3 belongs 
to the case a 2• To construct fJJ according to (25), 
it is necessary to construct f (X) which transform 
according to the irreducible representations of the 
expanded group G, R, containing the elements GH 
and GHR0• This group coincides with the group r, 
and we have already constructed the corresponding 
functions (Table III). Substituting in (25) the val
ues of the corresponding characters from Tables I 
and II, we find that there can appear in fJJ odd 

Table II*. Characters of the representations 
for the point P 

Number I 
of ele- Elements of the class P, P, p, 

ments 

1 (ej 0) 1 2 

2 (llaJ 0), (lli""1 1 0) -1 

3 (c;~ J1h 10), (c;~ [ 112 to), (cr; [ 112 t0) TJ, - TJ11. I 0 

*For the point H the quantity 7Jk = i, and for the point K the 

quantity 71k = 1. -----------------
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Table III*. The distribution of f (X) and Asl 
over the irreducible representations 

r and K 

Repre- I Repr<;· I f (X) sentration sentKatlon ---,--.!...:::.'::._!_ ___ _ 
odd even 

K1 

Ks 

k2· k2 • e · • z' j_• zzt o..l 

• k - k 'k k2 2 2 ± - x ± l y• .l = kx + ky• '± =•xx ± 2i<xy -<yy• 
E. l. =Exx+ Eyy• E±z =Exz ± iEyz· 

functions transforming according to the represen
tations r 2 and r 5• and even functions transform
ing according to r 1 and r 6. We emphasize that 
the matrix 5J must be invariant to the operations 
of the point group K corresponding to the group H, 
and there must appear in 5J products of fsz(X) 
and AsZ• which transform according to the equiva
lent representations of the group K appearing in 
HaH;, i.e., K1, K2, and K3. These functions can 
transform according to different representations 
of the group r' since two representations ri 
correspond to each representation Ki> as is seen 
from Table III. 

We construct 5J using the functions from 
Table III: 

5J =AdB1k; +B2kl +C1ezz+C2e.l) +Ba(A 31k+ 

+ Aa2 k_) kz + Ca (Aale+z +A 32 e_2 ), (52) 

where E±z = Exz ± iEyz• and the matrices Asz 
are given by (46). Solving the secular equation 
II 5J - E II = 0 we have 

E (k, e) =A.± {Bi/l}.k; + 2BaCa (kxexz + kueuz) kz 

C• ( 2 2 )} 1 ' + 3 Exz + Eyz '', 

where A. is given by (48). 

(53) . 

Consequently, the splitting of the bands at k = 0 
is 

6Eo = 2 I Ca I ( 8~z + e!z)'l'. (54) 

The spectrum close to the extremum for small 
values of k is: 

£1.2 = ± &;o + lv ± 2~~~3 (kxkzBxz + kykzfyz). 

The spectrum for large k is: 

(55) 

E =A.± I Bak.lkz I± I :~Csk I (Bxzkxkz +euzkyk2 ). (56) 
3 .L z 

Therefore, according to [ 16], there will be large 
piezo~esist~nce coefficients llxzxz = llyzyz. 

It IS curwus here that for any deformation all 
the extrema at different points of the star H are 
displaced equally, as is seen from (49). This 
means that no effects arise associated with the 
displacement of the extrema relative to one an
other, as are observed, for example, in n-Ge and 
n-Si. [17] 
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